Fishing access agreements and harvesting decisions of host and distant water fishing nations
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A B S T R A C T

The declaration of exclusive economic zones (EEZs) granted coastal states sovereign rights over the marine resources in their EEZs and enabled developing coastal states to legally charge access fees to distant water fishing (DWF) nations for access to the resources in these waters. Despite the potential for economic gains, however, the ability of coastal states to benefit from the granting of sovereign rights and to ensure the sustainable use of their fisheries resources depends on how domestic fishing effort responds to the harvesting decisions of the DWF nations. We develop a stylized bioeconomic model to explore the change in fishing behavior of host and DWF nations when the two nations enter into an access agreement with varying levels of access fee. We further conduct an econometric analysis of changes in Pacific island nations’ harvesting behavior in response to the harvest decisions of DWF nations using data from the Western and Central Pacific tuna fishery. Our model results show that there is a range of variable access payment levels over which the host nation substitutes benefits from its domestic fishing activity with access payments from the DWF nation and that setting fees in this range can create a trap whereby host nations are forced to trade-off receiving a fair return to their fishery resources through access fees and retaining their own active fleet capacity. Our empirical analysis further shows a gradual shift in the way in which Pacific island host nations responded to the harvest decision of DWF nations as a result of the creation of the 200-nautical-mile EEZ.
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1. Introduction

Many developing countries are highly dependent on their natural resource endowments as a source of economic growth and social development [1]. In the case of developing island nations, marine resources in particular make important contributions to GDP and government revenue, and underpin the primary livelihood, food security and opportunities for an increased standard of living of coastal communities [2–4]. However, both the national economies and food security of these developing island nations are highly vulnerable to changes in the coastal environment and the degradation of marine resources [5–8]. Both the immediate and long-term benefits these island nations derive from sustainably exploiting their marine resources, including fisheries, are thus substantial.

Despite the importance of fisheries, many developing island nations lack the harvesting and governance capacity required to capture the full benefits of the fisheries resources found in their waters by themselves [9,10]. Consequently, for many island nations the majority of income gained from fisheries resources often comes from selling access rights to their waters to fleets belonging to Distance Water Fishing (DWF) nations. The fisheries sector in Kiribati, for example, contributes more than 20% of the country’s GDP; yet more than 60% of the total catch in their waters is taken by foreign fleets, and additionally around 40% of the government revenues comprise access fees paid by DWF nations [11].

Developing island nations’ ability to charge fees for DWF fleets to access their waters depends on whether island nations have property rights over the resources found in their waters. The third United Nations Law of the Sea Convention (UNCLOS) introduced Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) extending 200 nautical miles (nm) from the territorial sea baseline of coastal states. The declaration of EEZs granted coastal states sovereign rights over the marine resources in their EEZs and enabled developing island host nations to enter into access agreements with DWF nations. The number and scope of access agreements worldwide has escalated from the time of the first agreement in 1980, for example the European Union now has access arrangements in place to harvest demersal and migratory species, such as tuna, from the territorial waters of coastal states in the African, Caribbean and Pacific regions [12,13]. Pacific island countries have also entered into access agreements with Japan since the end of
the 1970s, and with other DWF nations, such as the United States, Taiwan, and the Republic of Korea since the 1980s [11,14,15].

A substantial body of literature explores the effectiveness of existing fishing access agreements for enabling developing coastal states to achieve desired economic benefits from their fisheries resources, and describes their impacts on the development of domestic fishing industry and management capacity [14,16–19]. Furthermore, while the exact terms of access agreements are often not publicly available, many studies have investigated the types and structure of different access agreements worldwide [12,13,15,20].

However, knowledge of the way in which access agreements impact the harvesting behavior of developing island nations and their implications for fisheries exploitation remain largely unexplored in the literature. Our overall aim in this paper is to address this gap, in particular by exploring how host nations respond to the opportunity to secure access payments from DWF nations in return for access to the fisheries resource. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that quantitatively models and evaluates: first, how different levels of access fee affect the harvesting decisions of host and DWF nations; and second, whether the way in which host nations respond to the harvesting behavior of the DWF nations was affected by the creation of the 200-nm EEZs, and thereby their ability to legally demand payment for access to the resources within their waters.

We address these questions using two approaches. In Section 2 we develop a stylized bioeconomic model in which both host and DWF nation fleets exploit a single fish stock located in the host nation’s EEZ, and the DWF nation is required to pay a fee to the host nation for access to the fishery. Using the bioeconomic model we analytically examine the way in which the level of access payments affects the harvest decisions of the host and DWF nations1. We further use a parameterized version of our model to simulate steady state levels of effort, and hence total biomass, for the two nations and compare these to the case in which the fishery is exploited by the host nation as a sole operator. In Section 3 we conduct an empirical analysis for the Western and Central Pacific tuna fishery, in which various access agreements for harvesting tuna are in place between Pacific island host nations and DWF nations. Using data spanning the period 1969 to 2010, we explore how the tuna harvesting decisions of the Pacific island host nations were affected by the harvesting behavior of different DWF nations in the host nations’ EEZs. We explore the way in which this relationship has changed over time by re-estimating our empirical model for various sub-periods.

2. A stylized bioeconomic model of a fishery with access agreement

2.1. Fishery exploitation with access agreement

Fishing access agreements can be bilateral or multilateral [11] and we consider the case of a bilateral agreement, in which two fishing fleets, belonging to a host (H) and distant water fishing (DWF) nation, both of which exploit a fish stock located in the host nation’s EEZ. The biomass dynamics is given as

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = F(x) - h_H - h_{DWF}
\]

where \(x\) is the size of the fish population, \(F(x)\) is the natural growth rate of the population, and \(h_i\) is the harvest by nation \(i\)'s fleet where \(i=\{H, DWF\}\). We assume that the natural growth of the population is given as \(F(x) = r x (1-x/K)\) where \(r\) is the intrinsic growth rate and \(K\) is the environmental carrying capacity of the population within the EEZ.

Our interest here is to examine the way in which the host nation maximizes the net benefits from the fisheries resource when they can derive benefit from the fishery either by harvesting the resource themselves or by selling access rights to DWF nations. For the DWF nation to exploit the fish stock in the host nation’s EEZ, the DWF nation and the host nation must enter into an access agreement. Such agreements generally require the payment of an access fee comprising two components: a variable fee, which depends on either the DWF nation’s catch or gross revenue received from fishing in the EEZ; and a fixed fee, which may include various payments such as development aid, research support and technical assistance [16,20]. We specify the total access fee (\(AF\)) as

\[
AF = \alpha (Ph_{DWF}) + F
\]

where \(P\) is the unit price of the fish caught and \(\alpha \in [0,1]\) is an access fee parameter which specifies the proportion of the landed value of fish payable by the DWF to the host nation. The term \(\alpha (Ph_{DWF}) \geq 0\) therefore represents the variable fee component and \(F \geq 0\) is the fixed fee component of the total access fee.

In the presence of an access agreement, the host nation’s profit from the fishery \((\pi_H^{MA})\) includes the net benefits from fishing and the access payments received from the DWF nation, such that

\[
x_H^{MA} = Ph_H - C_{H}E_H + (\alpha Ph_{DWF} + F)
\]

where \(E_H\) is the fishing effort and \(C_H\) is the cost per unit of fishing effort of the host nation. Similarly, the profit of the DWF nation from the fishery \((\pi_{DWF}^{MA})\) includes both the net benefits associated with their own fishing in the host nation’s EEZ less the amount they are required to pay to the host nation for access to the fishery, that is

\[
x_{DWF}^{MA} = Ph_{DWF} - C_{DWF}E_{DWF} - (\alpha Ph_{DWF} + F)
\]

where \(E_{DWF}\) is the fishing effort, and \(C_{DWF}\) is the cost per unit of fishing effort, of the DWF nation.

We assume that the harvest–effort relationship is given by the Schaefer production function, i.e., \(h_i = qE_i, i=\{H, DWF\}\) where \(q\) is the catchability coefficient [21]. For analytical tractability, we confine our analysis to the equilibrium outcome where the level of biomass remains constant over time, such that

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = 0 \Rightarrow x = K \left(1 - \frac{qE_{DWF}}{r} - \frac{qE_H}{r}\right)
\]

The DWF nation and the host nation both make harvesting decisions to maximize their economic return to fishing in the EEZ.”

1 Our stylized bioeconomic model is developed to characterize the interaction between host and DWF nations’ harvesting behaviors. The model is specified with the minimum level of complexity needed to achieve this and is not intended to undertake an empirical evaluation of a specific fishery, such as the Western and Central Pacific (WCP) tuna fishery, on which our econometric analysis is based. For example, our model does not incorporate the migratory nature and natural fluctuations of tuna stocks. See Bertignac et al. [37], Chand et al. [38], and Kompas et al. [39] for bioeconomic models specifically developed for the WCP tuna fishery.

2 We assume profit-maximizing behavior for both the host and DWF nation in the knowledge that other objectives may guide harvesting decisions. While fishing profit is a major driver of global fishery development [40] and fleet behaviors [41], broader social, economic and political considerations, including food security and supporting artisanal fishing livelihoods, may affect the harvesting decisions of both nations. We also assume that the host nation’s ability to exploit the resource, either in conjunction with the DWF nation under an access agreement or as a sole operator (Section 2.2), is not constrained by a lack of fishing capacity or access to technology. We note these considerations as limitations to our study and suggest possible extensions in our concluding remarks.
Given the steady state condition in Eq. (5), the profit-maximization problem of the host and DWF nations can be formulated as

**Host nation:**

$$
\max_{k_h} \left\{ Pq_{E_h} \left[ K \left( 1 - \frac{q_{E_h}}{r} \right) \right] - C_h E_h + \alpha P q_{E_dWF} \left[ K \left( 1 - \frac{q_{E_dWF}}{r} \right) \right] + F \right\}
$$

(6)

and

**DWF nation:**

$$
\max_{q_{E_dWF}} \left\{ Pq_{E_dWF} \left[ K \left( 1 - \frac{q_{E_dWF}}{r} \right) \right] - C_{DWF} \left[ E_{dWF} - \alpha Pq_{E_dWF} \left[ K \left( 1 - \frac{q_{E_dWF}}{r} \right) \right] - F \right\}
$$

(7)

The first-order conditions of the profit-maximization problems for the interior case for which $E_{h}, E_{dWF}, K > 0$ are given as

$$
C_{H} = PqK \left( 1 - 2 \frac{q_{H}}{r} - \frac{q_{E_{dWF}(1+\alpha)}}{r} \right)
$$

(8)

$$
C_{DWF} = (1-\alpha)PqK \left( 1 - \frac{q_{H}}{r} - 2 \frac{q_{E_{dWF}}}{r} \right)
$$

(9)

Rearranging Eqs. (8) and (9) to solve for the equilibrium level of fishing effort for the host ($E_{H}$) and the DWF ($E_{dWF}$) nations when the access agreement is in place yields

$$
P_{H} \left( 3-a \right) = \frac{C_{H} - 2C_{DWF}K(1+\alpha)}{PqK}
$$

(10)

$$
P_{AA} \left( 3-a \right) = \frac{C_{H} + C_{DWF}}{PqK}
$$

(11)

We substitute Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (5) to obtain the equilibrium level of biomass in the presence of an access agreement ($x^{AA}$), that is

$$
x^{AA} = \frac{1}{3-a} \left( K + \frac{C_{H} + C_{DWF}}{Pq} \right)
$$

(12)

Eqs. (10)–(12) suggest that, as we would expect, the equilibrium level of biomass increases with the cost per unit of fishing effort for either nation ($C_{i}, i=H, DWF$) and decreases with the unit price of fish ($P$) or the catchability coefficient ($q$). Further, an increase in the per unit cost of fishing effort for one nation increases the equilibrium level of fishing effort of the other nation, i.e., $\partial x^{AA} / \partial C_{i} > 0$, $i, j = H, DWF$, and $i \neq j$.

The equilibrium level of biomass monotonically increases with the access fee parameter ($\alpha$). However, whether the fishing effort of the host and DWF nations increases or decreases with $\alpha$ is ambiguous. For instance, increasing the access fee parameter increases the equilibrium level of biomass and this motivates the DWF nation to increase its fishing effort (i.e., effort-enhancing biomass effect). At the same time, however, increasing the access fee parameter decreases the effective price of fish for the DWF nation and this discourages the DWF nation from fishing in the host nation’s EEZ (i.e., effort-dampening access payment effect). Whether increasing the access fee parameter ($\alpha$) increases or decreases the fishing effort, therefore, depends on the relative size of the effort-enhancing biomass and effort-dampening access payment effects.

**2.2. Fishery exploitation without access agreement: sole operator**

When the DWF nation does not have access to fish in the host nation’s EEZ, the host nation is a sole operator exploiting the fish stock within the waters of their own EEZ to maximize their profit from the fishery. In this case the profit-maximization problem of the host nation is formulated as

$$
\max_{k_h} \left\{ Pq_{E_h} \left[ K \left( 1 - \frac{q_{E_h}}{r} \right) \right] - C_h E_h \right\}
$$

(13)

The corresponding first-order condition is given as

$$
C_{H} = PqK \left( 1 - 2 \frac{q_{H}}{r} \right)
$$

(14)

Simultaneously solving Eq. (14) and the equilibrium condition for biomass $x = K \left( 1 - \frac{q_{H}}{r} \right)$ yields the steady state fishing effort and biomass, such that

$$
E_{sole} = \frac{r}{2q} \left( 1 - \frac{C_{H}}{Pq} \right)
$$

(15)

$$
x_{sole} = \frac{1}{2} \left( K + \frac{C_{H}}{Pq} \right)
$$

(16)

where $E_{sole}$ and $x_{sole}$ are the fishing effort of the host nation and the equilibrium fish biomass when there is no access agreement in place and the host nation is a sole operator in the EEZ.

**2.3. Impact of access payment on effort and biomass**

Comparing Eqs. (10)–(12) with (15) and (16) permits us to determine the way in which an access agreement, in particular the level of the access fee parameter ($\alpha$), affects the harvesting decisions, and hence effort, of the host and DWF nations and the resulting equilibrium biomass for the fishery. Rearranging Eqs. (10)–(12) and (15) and (16) yields the following result:

**Result 1.** There is a threshold level of the access fee parameter ($\alpha$) below which an access agreement induces a positive level of DWF nation effort in the host nation’s EEZ. For levels of $\alpha$ less than this threshold, the fishing effort of the host nation is less, but the total fishing effort in the fishery is greater than when there is no access agreement in place. Thus, the level of biomass in the fishery under the access agreement is less than the level when the host nation is a sole operator in the EEZ. More precisely,

If $\alpha < \alpha^0 = \frac{2C_{DWF}}{PqK} + \frac{C_{H}}{PqK} > 0$, $P_{dWF} > 0$, $P_{H}^M < E_{sole}$, and $P_{AA}^M + P_{AA}^D > E_{sole}$. Thus, $x^{AA} < x^{sole}$.

**Result 1** implies that the host nation substitutes benefits from its own fishing activity within the EEZ with access payments from the DWF nation when the access fee parameter is below the threshold ($\alpha < \alpha^0$). Similarly, we find the following result:

**Result 2.** When the access fee parameter is equal to or greater than the threshold ($\alpha \geq \alpha^0$), there is no incentive for the DWF nation to access the host nation’s EEZ. In other words there is no positive level of fishing effort of the DWF nation for which the DWF

---

3 As expected, the fixed fee component ($F$) of the access fee does not appear in either the first-order or steady state conditions for the access agreement fisheries problem described in this paper. While this implies that changes in $F$ do not affect the equilibrium level of effort or biomass in the fishery, there is nevertheless a level of fixed fee that would render fishing in the EEZ unprofitable for the DWF nation, regardless of the level of $\alpha$. In other words, even in the case in which no variable access fee is required ($\alpha = 0$), there is a sufficiently high value of $F$ that would dissuade the DWF nation from entering into an access agreement with the host nation. Since our interest is in the way in which changes in access fees affect harvesting behavior (and hence effort and biomass), we restrict our discussion in this paper to the variable fee component of the total access fee, noting the link between the threshold level of the access fee parameter ($\alpha$) and the level at which $F$ is set.
nation’s profit from the fishery is positive. For \( a \geq \hat{a} \) therefore the host nation effectively becomes a sole operator in the EEZ. That is, if \( a \geq \hat{a} \), then \( E^A_H = E^{\text{sole}} \) and \( E^A_{\text{CDWF}} = 0 \). Thus \( x^* = x^{\text{sole}} \).

Fig. 1 visually shows Results 1 and 2 by illustrating the simulated fishing effort of the host and DWF nations (Fig. 1a) and the biomass (Fig. 1b) for different levels of the access fee parameter, varying from 0 to 100% of the DWF nation’s fishing revenue\(^4\). We assume that the host and DWF nations are heterogeneous in terms of the cost per unit of fishing effort with \( C_H > C_{\text{CDWF}} \).

Fig. 1a shows that the host and DWF nations enter into an access agreement when the access fee parameter is less than the threshold \( \alpha = 0.94 \). That is, for the parameter values used in our simulation, when the variable fee is set so that 94% or more of the landed value of fish caught by the DWF nation must be paid as an access fee to the host nation, the DWF nation chooses not to fish in the host nation’s EEZ and the outcome in the fishery resembles the case in which the host nation exploits the fishery as a sole operator. In contrast, when the access fee parameter is below 0.94, the host and DWF nations enter into an access agreement and the total fishing effort in the fishery is greater than when the host nation is a sole operator. For increases in the value of \( \alpha \) over the range 0 \( \leq \alpha \leq \hat{a} \), the smaller the total fishing effort (Fig. 1a) and, correspondingly, the greater the equilibrium biomass in the fishery (Fig. 1b)\(^5\).

For the case in which an access agreement is in place, the distribution of total fishing effort between the host and DWF nation fleets depends on the level of the access fee parameter (Fig. 1). When \( \alpha = 0 \) there is no access fee payable by the DWF nation, and the fishing effort of the DWF nation exceeds that of the host nation, reflecting the heterogeneity in the cost of fishing effort between the two fleets. For increases in the access fee parameter to \( \alpha = 0.59 \) in our simulation, the host nation reduces its level of fishing effort, substituting increased payments from the DWF nation for revenue from their own fleet’s fishing activity within the EEZ. Over this range, the DWF nations’ fishing effort increases, reflecting the strength of the effort-enhancing biomass effect relative to the effort-dampening access payment effect in Eq. (11).

Further increases in the access payment parameter to \( \alpha = 0.73 \) in our simulation result in further decreases in the fishing effort of the host nation (\( E^A_H \)). This is because the host nation continues to substitute DWF nation access payments for benefits from its own fishing fleet, whereas the fishing effort of the DWF nation (\( E^A_{\text{CDWF}} \)) falls over this range of \( \alpha \) as the disincentive to fish created by the lower effective price of fish dominates the effort-enhancing biomass effect. When the access fee parameter exceeds the threshold (\( \hat{a} \)), however, the total access fee payable by the DWF nation falls, and the host nation’s fishing effort increases to maintain its revenue. Over this range, the DWF nation’s fishing effort falls as the gains from the biomass effect continue to decline as the equilibrium biomass under an access agreement approaches \( x^{\text{sole}} \), and the proportion of the DWF nation’s landed value of the catch that must be paid to the host nation becomes prohibitively high. In effect, as the access fee parameter (\( \alpha \)) approaches the threshold value (\( \hat{a} \)), the host nation substitutes for the loss of benefits from the access fee with increased profits from exploiting the fish population within their EEZ themselves.

### 3. Empirical assessment of access agreement in the WCP tuna fishery

In this section we use data from the Western and Central Pacific tuna fishery to assess empirically how the harvest of the host and DWF nations evolved over the period 1969 to 2010. In particular, we use econometric models to examine how the relationship between the volume of tuna harvested by the host and DWF nations is affected by the establishment of EEZs that require DWF nations to enter into access or licensing arrangements with Pacific island host (PIH) nations in order to legally fish within their waters.
by a PIH nation in its EEZ. We index the PIH nations by the subscript \(i\), tuna species by \(j\), and the year by \(t\). As an explanatory variable, Model 1 includes the aggregate harvest of all DWF nations in country \(i\)'s EEZ for each species \(j\) in year \(t\) \(h_{i}^{DWF}(t)\). Model 2, on the other hand, includes the individual harvest levels of five major DWF nations catching tuna in the PIH nations' EEZs. They are, Japan \(h_{i}^{JP}(t)\), the Republic of Korea \(h_{i}^{KR}(t)\), Taiwan \(h_{i}^{TW}(t)\), the United States of America \(h_{i}^{USA}(t)\), and other DWN nations \(h_{i}^{OTH}(t)\), which include China, Mexico, Philippines, Spain, Australia, and New Zealand.

Our primary interest is in estimating the parameter \(\phi\) in Model 1 and parameters \(\phi_{s}, s \in \{JPN, KOR, TWN, USA, OTH\}\) in Model 2. The sign and size of the estimated coefficients suggest the extent to which a PIH nation's harvest in its EEZ responds to the harvest by the DWF nations. For instance, a negative coefficient \(\phi < 0\) means that the greater the tuna harvest by the DWF nations within the PIH nations' EEZs the lower the harvest by the PIH nations. As suggested by our bioeconomic model (Fig. 1a), the PIH nations may decrease their catch in their EEZs and allow DWF nations to harvest in their waters in exchange for an access payment. More precisely, we test the null hypotheses of:

\[ H_{0} : \phi = 0 \text{ against } H_{k} : \phi \neq 0 \text{ for Model 1}; \]

\[ H_{0}^{S} : \phi_{k} = 0 \text{ against } H_{k}^{S} : \phi_{k} \neq 0, s \in \{JPN, KOR, TWN, USA, OTH\} \text{ for Model 2} \]

We initially assess the effects of the creation of EEZs on the relationship between the harvesting decisions of the PIH and DWF nations by splitting the sample into two sub-sample periods. The first sub-sample period covers the years before the UNCLOS came into force in 1994 and the second sub-sample period spans the period 1994 to 2010. It is, however, important to note that several alternative years could have been chosen to delineate the two sub-samples corresponding to pre- and post-UNCLOS. For example, PIH nations first declared their EEZs at the end of the 1970s and, while their bargaining power was low, they attempted to collect access fees from DWF nations since around 1980 [14,17,19]. Further, the UNCLOS, which formally defined the 200-nm EEZs, was signed in the beginning of the 1980s (see Table 1). To examine how the estimated relationship between the harvesting decisions of the PIH and DWF nations responds to the choice of sub-sample periods, we re-estimate the parameters using different sub-sample periods: 1969 to 1980; 1981 to 1990; 1991 to 2000; and 2001 to 2010.

In both Models 1 and 2, we also include the PIH nations’ harvest outside their EEZs \(h_{i}^{outside}\) as an explanatory variable. The coefficient of this variable indicates whether the PIH nations substitute the catch of tuna in their own EEZs with their catch outside the EEZ (\(j < 0\)).

A 5 × 1 vector of \(z_{ij}\) in Models 1 and 2 contains other explanatory variables, including the real GDP per capita, trade openness as a share of exports and imports in total GDP, total net Official Development Assistance (ODA) from the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) members who catch tuna in the PIH nations EEZs, the real price of imported crude oil in the United States (as a proxy measure of fishing cost), and the FAO Food Price Index. Further, both models include dummy variables, \(C_{i}\), \(S_{j}\), and \(T_{t}\) to allow for the country-fixed effects, such as the size of the EEZ and land area, species-fixed effects, such as biological characteristics, and time-fixed effects, such as temporal variations in the environment and in governance arrangements, such as regional fisheries management organizations. The levels of total biomass of the four tuna species, \(B_{ij}\), are also included as explanatory variables in the model.
of a range of species by different countries from all oceans including the high seas. In order to separate the data on the tuna harvest by PIH and DWF nations in the WCPO from other harvests, we filter the data according to species type and sea areas as defined by FAO (Area 71). The data on the real GDP per capita at 2005 international prices (\( \text{gdpch} \)) and trade openness (\( \text{openk} \)) are taken from the Penn World Table 7.1. We take the data on the total net ODA from OECD.Stat [26], the annual imported crude oil price from the U.S. Energy Information Administration [27], and the FAO Food Price Index from [28]. The data on the total biomass of each tuna species in each year are taken from the RAM Legacy Stock Assessment Database [29]. The final data set consists of a cross-section of eight PIH nations, ten DWF nations, and four tuna species, spanning the years from 1969 to 2010. Table 1 summarizes a list of PIH, DWF nations and tuna species included in the sample.

### 3.4. Estimation results

The estimation results of Models 1 and 2 are presented in Table 2. The regression models generally fit the data well as the explanatory variables are jointly significant at the 1% level and the two regression models explain about 40 and 65% of the variation in the harvest by the PIH nations.

The estimation results of Model 1 show that the aggregate harvest by the DWF nations within the PIH nations’ EEZs is positively related to the harvest by the PIH nations (\( \phi > 0 \)) in the first sub-sample period 1969 to 1993, but negatively related (\( \phi < 0 \)) in the second sub-sample period 1994 to 2010. More precisely, our estimation results show that, prior to 1994, the annual volume of tuna harvested by the PIH nations in their EEZs increased on average by 0.2 t for every 1 t increase in the harvest by the DWF nations, \( \text{ceteris paribus} \). By contrast, using the data in the second sub-period 1994 to 2010 our estimation results show that the harvest by the PIH nations decreased on average by 0.16 t for every 1 t increase in the harvest by the DWF nations, \( \text{ceteris paribus} \).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pacific island host (PIH) nations</th>
<th>DWF nations</th>
<th>Tuna species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United States (did not sign and ratify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A positive relationship between the harvests by the PIH and DWF nations can result when both nations are responding to changes in the stock size within the PIH nations’ waters. For example, a large migration of the stock to a PIH nation’s EEZ may increase the harvest by both the PIH and DWF nations. In the absence of data on the stock biomass within each country’s EEZ over time, however, the temporal stock effect within a country’s waters needs to be controlled by other explanatory variables. Our econometric models partly control for this stock effect by including the total biomass of the four tuna species as explanatory variables. Further, the a substitute for PIH nation’s own harvest subsequent to 1994 when the 200-nm EEZs officially came into force.

In Model 2, the positive estimate of \( \phi_{\text{PIH}} = 0.86 \) suggests that the PIH nations and Japan were competing for the harvest of tuna within the PIH nations’ EEZs prior to 1994. For the same sub-period, however, the coefficients for other DWF nations are of mixed sign and statistically insignificant, providing no evidence of the competition or substitution in fishing between the PIH nations and these DWF nations prior to 1994. These results suggest that the significant substitution effect detected in Model 1 for the first sub-period may reflect that Japan was the major fishing state prior to the end of the 1980s [17,19].

Our results of Model 2 for the second sub-period 1994 to 2010 show that the harvest by the Republic of Korea and Taiwan are negatively related with the harvest by the PIH nations at a statistically significant level (\( p < 0.10 \)). Similar to the results of Model 1, this suggests that the PIH nations substituted their own harvest with that of the two DWF nations after the 200-nm EEZs officially came into force.

Our econometric analysis further enables us to examine the relationship between the PIH nations’ tuna harvest in their own EEZs and other explanatory variables included in the models. For instance, the negative coefficient of the PIH nations’ harvest outside their EEZs (\( \beta \)) suggests that the PIH nations’ harvest in the areas outside their EEZs acted as a substitute for fishing within their own waters. We also find no evidence that the PIH nations increased the harvest within the waters of their own EEZ in response to an increase in the total biomass in the first sub-period from 1969 to 1993. Conversely, in the second sub-period, the PIH nations’ harvest within their waters and the total biomass of both Albacore and Bigeye were positively related. The estimation results further suggest that the greater the PIH nations per capita GDP the lower the volume of tuna harvested by these nations in their EEZs during the period 1994 to 2010. By contrast, there is no statistical evidence of such a negative relationship between the PIH nations’ tuna harvest and the level of economic development for the first sub-period 1969 to 1993.

While the PIH nations have a high degree of trade openness, their generally narrow production bases result in a limited range of exported goods and services. The main exports include tourism (Fiji, Palau Vanuatu), fish (Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Micronesia), and other agricultural products, such as copra and sugar [30]. For Model 1 we find that, for the period 1969 to 1993, the higher the share of international trade in a PIH nation’s GDP the greater the volume of tuna harvest by the PIH in its own waters. By contrast, in the second sub-period 1994 to 2010, we find no evidence of a statistically

(footnote continued) country- and time dummies jointly account for country- and time-specific variation, such as a large migration of the stock to a host nation’s EEZ (country-fixed effect) in a particular year (time-fixed effect).
significant relationship between trade openness and tuna harvest. These results suggest that, when the PIH nations were able to legally charge access fees to the DWF nations, the PIH nations did not increase the harvest of tuna as their trade openness increases.

The coefficient of ODA is statistically significant at the 1% level in Models 1 and 2 and for both sub-periods, and the sign of the coefficient changes from positive to negative between the two sub-periods in both models. The positive coefficient prior to 1994 suggests an increase in aid payments to PIH nations was associated with an increase in their tuna harvests in their EEZs. During the second sub-period, however, an increase in aid payments is associated with a decrease in the DWF nations’ harvest. One possible explanation for this is that the PIH nations used these aid payments to increase their fishing capacity when aid was initially made; yet the foreign aid had a detrimental impact on the fisheries development in a longer term [20]. Another potential reason for the negative coefficient of ODA in the second sub-period is that, while the PIH nations’ harvest increased during the period (Fig. 2), the development assistance associated with the volume of tuna caught by the DWF nations within the PIH nations’ waters decreased given that aid packages were often negotiated with access agreements [20]. For example, the harvest by Papua New Guinea in its waters decreased.

### 3.5 Sensitivity Analysis

To examine the sensitivity of our estimation results to our choice of sub-sample periods we re-estimate Model 1 using four different sub-sample periods: 1969 to 1980; 1981 to 1990; 1991 to 2010. The estimates of the coefficient \( \phi \) with their 95% confidence intervals for each sub-sample period are summarized in Fig. 3.

### Table 2
Estimation results: dependent variable is harvest by the Pacific island nation in own EEZ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvest by all DWFNs in host nations’ EEZs (t)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.087)**</td>
<td>– 0.16 (0.087)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest by Japan in host nations’ EEZs (t)</td>
<td>– 0.27 (0.20)</td>
<td>– 0.60 (0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest by USA in host nations’ EEZs (t)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.14)</td>
<td>– 0.60 (0.35)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest by Republic of Korea in host nations’ EEZs (t)</td>
<td>– 0.27 (0.20)</td>
<td>– 0.30 (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest by Taiwan in host nations’ EEZs (t)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.14)</td>
<td>– 0.60 (0.35)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest by other DWFNs in host nations’ EEZs (t)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.14)</td>
<td>– 0.60 (0.35)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvest by Pacific island host nation in other EEZs and high seas (t)</td>
<td>– 0.65 (0.22)**</td>
<td>– 0.28 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real per capita GDP ($)</td>
<td>0.014 (0.14)</td>
<td>– 3.31 (1.67)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade openness (% share of exports and imports in total GDP)</td>
<td>53.08 (14.30)**</td>
<td>– 47.64 (14.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA (million $)</td>
<td>12.01 (2.83)**</td>
<td>– 80.16 (30.21)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real imported crude oil price ($/barrel)</td>
<td>19.84 (28.03)</td>
<td>210.1 (142.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO food price index</td>
<td>10.28 (26.74)</td>
<td>270.4 (203.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass of albacore (t)</td>
<td>– 0.006 (0.008)</td>
<td>0.028 (0.015)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass of bigeye (t)</td>
<td>– 0.009 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.007)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass of skipjack (t)</td>
<td>– 0.002 (0.001)*</td>
<td>– 0.001 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass of yellowfin (t)</td>
<td>– 0.002 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.002 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>– 2707.9 (5797.9)</td>
<td>– 5948.9 (17835.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year dummy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country dummy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species dummy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.431 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.397 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic (p-value)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pooled observations</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** 1% Level, robust standard errors are in parentheses.

** 5% Level, and robust standard errors are in parentheses.

* 10% Level robust standard errors are in parentheses.

---

8 Our data unfortunately does not let us distinguish aid payments made to the PIH nations that have been negotiated in exchange for cheap access payments as part of fisheries access agreements from those that are independent of such agreements. As well as stifling PIH nations’ efforts to develop their own fisheries, the former have been attributed with decreased transparency and flexibility of government spending, and increased risk of aid withdrawal [20].

10 The correlation coefficient of ODA and the tuna harvest by the DWF nations in the PIH nations’ EEZs is 0.16 suggesting that a decrease in aid payments is associated with a decrease in the DWF nations’ harvest.
In general, the estimated value of the coefficient is smaller for later sub-periods. In particular, the estimates are positive and statistically significant at the 5% level for the first two sub-periods, 1969 to 1980 and 1981 to 1990. In other words, during the 1970s and 1980s, the PIH nations caught more tuna within their own EEZs when the volume of tuna harvested by the DWF nations increased, ceteris paribus. This competition in fishing between the two fishing fleets, however, diminished over time. During the third sub-period 1991 to 2000, the estimated coefficient of the DWF nations’ harvest is positive but, unlike the two earlier sub-periods, the coefficient is not statistically significant. In contrast to earlier sub-periods, for the most recent sub-period from 2001 to 2010, the estimated coefficient of the DWF nation’s harvest has a statistically negative sign, suggesting that the PIH nations caught less tuna within their own EEZs as the harvest by the DWF nations increases. The PIH nations, therefore, substituted their own harvest with the harvest by the DWF nations in exchange for access payments.

4. Concluding remarks

When the 200-nm EEZ was formally established by the UNCLOS, coastal states gained sovereign rights over the marine resources found in their EEZs, enabling them to capture increased wealth from the fisheries within their waters by choosing either to displace DWF nations who had previously fished these stocks and exploiting the resource themselves or legally requiring foreign fleets to pay access fees [31]. Despite the potential for economic gains, however, many developing coastal states have failed to fully realize the benefits from their fishery resources that this change promised [16,32]. For example, a lack of governance capacity is a major obstacle for many Pacific island nations to profit from their fisheries resources [10]. Furthermore, it has become apparent that host nations are in many cases not receiving access payments that truly reflect the resource rents available from their fisheries [13,14,20,33]. This failure is due to a variety of factors, including an imbalance of bargaining power between host and DWF nations [32], the inability of host nations to effectively enforce the terms of access agreements and the incentive DWF nations have to underreport their harvests [12,16] and the fact that the short term economic needs of host nations may not be consistent with long term economic and social development goals [11].

The ability of coastal states to benefit from the granting of sovereign rights and to ensure the long-term conservation and sustainable use of their fisheries resources depends on how domestic fishing effort responds to the harvesting decisions of the DWF nations operating under different access arrangements. To date, however, there has been no study that has quantitatively evaluated this relationship. This paper contributes to the literature in this area by developing a stylized bioeconomic model that explores the changes in fishing behavior of host and DWF nations when the two nations enter into an access agreement with varying levels of access fee. Our second, and arguably main, contribution is an econometric analysis using data from the Western and Central Pacific tuna fishery to empirically examine how creation of the 200-nm EEZs affected the way in which host nations respond to the harvesting decision of the DWF nations.

Our bioeconomic model results show that the impact of access agreements on the harvesting decisions of a host nation, and the resulting equilibrium biomass in the fishery, depends on the relative size of net benefits expected from its own fishing and the access fee payable by the DWF nation. We identify a range of variable access payment levels over which the host nation substitutes benefits from its domestic fishing activity within its own EEZ with access payments from the DWF nation. That is to say, when access fees are set at relatively low levels, aggregate fishing effort in the fishery is high, the benefit to the host nation from the access payment is small and, due to high fishing pressure, equilibrium biomass is lower than is the case for either the sole operator or when access fees are set at a relatively high level. This result reinforces observations of the increased fishing pressure and risk of collapse of exploited stocks in tropical regions, such as Western Africa and Western and Central Pacific regions, where various access agreements between the developing coastal states and DWF nations were made with low access fees [11,20,33]. Furthermore, while increasing the access fee over this range can boost total access payments and reduce aggregate fishing pressure, potentially providing valuable financial contributions to governments and contributing to meeting conservation goals, it will also strengthen the imperative for host nations to substitute foreign for domestic effort in the fishery, potentially reducing the direct and indirect benefits to the economy of local production.

Our empirical results further show a gradual shift in the way in which Pacific island host nations responded to changes in the harvest levels of DWF nations over the study period 1969 to 2010. In essence we find evidence that the catch of Pacific island host nations was increasingly displaced by DWF nation catch over this period as host nations substituted their own harvest with that of the DWF nations in more recent years. During the 1970s and 1980s, prior to UNCLOS coming into force and when the host nations attempted but largely failed to collect access fees from the DWF nations [19,22], these nations increased the harvest of tuna within their own EEZs in response to the harvest by the DWF nations [19,22,33]. While no statistical relationship was identified during the 1990s, our empirical results show that the previous competitive response was reversed during the 2000s, as the Pacific host nations’ harvest in own EEZs decreased with increased harvests by the DWF nations.

Overall, our study reinforces the importance of understanding how developing coastal states respond to the harvesting decision of DWF nations and to changes in institutional arrangements governing the use of fisheries resources. Fisheries resources in the states’ territorial waters can potentially make important contributions to economic growth and social development, particularly for developing small island states where alternative resources and livelihoods are limited.

---

[31] In response to this and also due to the migratory nature of tuna species, the Pacific island countries have implemented collective bargaining with DWF nations. However, the success of collective access fee arrangements has been mixed and fees remain low [32].
For coastal states attempting to capture the social and economic benefits of fishery resources in their EEZs, the ability to demand DWF nations pay a fee in return for access to the resource may be a two-edged sword. As originally envisaged, access fees provide a legal mechanism for coastal states to secure a share of the economic rent generated by DWF nations which can then, if used wisely, underpin the development of domestic fishing capacity and infrastructure. Our results, however, suggest that, when set low, access fees create a trap for host nations, whereby attempts to secure a fair share of the value of DWF nation catches by increasing fees and ‘domesticating’ the benefits of fisheries through increased host nation participation in fish harvesting must be traded-off. The tendency to tie cheap access fees with foreign aid in fisheries access agreements may have pushed developing coastal states in the region into this trap [20].

The behavior of host and DWF nations and their responses to changes in management and policy are significant sources of uncertainty in the management of fisheries resources located in the EEZs of developing coastal nations. As in other fisheries management contexts, understanding this behavior and the implied policy trade-offs is central to achieving fisheries policy objectives [34]. The design and implementation of access and other management arrangements that provide incentives that effectively align fishers’ behaviors, in particular their harvest decisions with the conservation, economic and social objectives of developing coastal nations [35] remains a key challenge.

A number of limitations of our analyses offer direction for useful extensions to the two modeling approaches presented in this paper. We examine equilibrium effort and biomass in the fishery using a simple stylized bioeconomic model which assumes that both host and DWF nations behave as profit maximizers. Exploring alternative drivers of harvest behavior and recognizing the broader social, economic and ecological context within which resource access and exploitation decisions are made is needed. We also assume that the host nation’s ability to exploit the resource, either in conjunction with DWF nation under an access agreement or as a sole operator, is not constrained by a lack of fishing capacity. Allowing for capital constraints and the non-malleability of capital [36], as well as the costs of monitoring DWF nation catch and the likelihood of their non-compliance [10] are important extensions. The refinement of data used in our empirical estimations also presents opportunities for further developing our insights into behavioral changes in the Western and Central Pacific tuna fishery. For example, our current analysis uses the declaration of EEZs to proxy the ability of host nations to recover payment from DWF nations for access to fishery resources within their territorial waters. In future research, data capturing the historical evolution of individual bilateral access agreements in the region, fee levels and associated aid payments would allow researchers to more accurately identify changing patterns of harvesting behavior of each host and DWF nation.
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